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An Essay on the Landform Study 
  in Schools and Universities
Tatsuo  WAKO*
   This essay presents the author's personal view about some problems concern-
ing the study of landforms at schools and universities. 
   Within the whole syllabus of geography, landform study may be performed in 
many ways according to countries, nature of schools and so  on; concretely speaking, 
the object of landform study, the subject matter and school-hours used to attain 
the object are various. Needless to say the importance of teacher's role, his 
view and teaching practice on geography are influenced by the tradition of geogra-
phical study and the system of education in his country. 
   The situation is complicated, nevertheless,it may be safe to say that the object 
of  landform study is the understanding its meaning as an element of natural condi-
tions and/or the recognition of landform itself as a geographic matter. 
   This essay does not cover such a wide range, but only refers to the interpreta-
tion of small-scale landforms treated as elements of physical  earth. The author 
cites three examples, i.e. marine terrace, depositional shore feature and natural 
levee, then comments on the interpretation on them. 
1 Marine Terrace Interpretation in Textbooks 
   Several types of illustrations to interpret the shallow sea floor and marine 
terrace are arranged from textbooks of foreign countries, namely France, Germany, 
United Kingdom, and United States (Fig.  1). Even in the same country, of course, 
such illustrations are various according to textbook writer. In Japan, also, the 
circumstances are same. 
1) Notes on the illustrations in Fig. 1 
    (a) At redrawing from textbooks,seaward-landward direction is unified and 
some words in original figures are omitted. 
    (b) Figure by Murawski (1963) is used to describe the geological nd geomor-
phological nature of coast, but is not used to interpret marine terrace. Similar 
usage is seen in the books by Guilcher-Sparks (1958) and by Termier and Termier 
 (1963). 
    The rest of figures is represented to interpret marine terraces. 
    (c) Zeuner (1959) and Gilluly et al. (1968) write that their figures are quoted 
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 Fig. 1 Examples ofillustration for interpretation of shallow sea floor and marine terrace 
     (from Wako, 1972) 
from D.W. Johnson (1919), respectively. The rest in Fig.  1 also resembles either 
of Johnson's two figures (Fig. 2). It is interesting to find that delicate 
modifications are added on the original coastal form as well as on the basement form 
under sediments. It is almost common that figures have not both vertical and 
horizontal scales. Terms indicating the parts of sections are various. 
2) Notes on figures by Johnson in Fig. 2 
   Johnson's illustration (1919) on two stages of coastal development is copied in 
Fig. 2. 
   (a) As is the case of Fig.  1, some terms in two original figures are omitted. 
   (b) According to his text, the depth of margin of Continental Terrace at 
Advanced Stage is about 600 feet. 
3)  Comment 
   (a) Judging from the careful reading of Johnson's description, his Early 
Stage figure is produced by imagination based on materials from coasts of lakes 
and sea. Bird (1964, 1968) writes that such a profile is one misconception repeated 
in many textbooks. It is delta terrace, Dietz and Fairbridge (1968) states, that 
has similar form and sediment structure with Early Stage profile and is misinter-
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              Fig. 2 Illustration by Johnson, 1919 (redrawn by Wako) 
preted as  "shoref  ace terrace" (by Johnson) or "wave-built terrace" (by Howard, 
for example). 
   (b) From the actual depth of Continental Terrace margin, the author thinks 
that the Terrace may be a kind of continental shelf. Apart from the difficulty to 
guess the process from Early Stage to Advanced Stage, it is strange to quote 
Johnson's Advanced Stage profile for marine terrace interpretation. The author 
estimates that such a circumstance is derived from two reasons at least: one is the 
fact that Johnson's figures have no, even rough, vertical and horizontal scales, the 
other is the familiar fact that some terrace structures resemble Johnson's 
profile, though their sizes are different. 
   (c) Of course, it is contradictory to draw the submarine  structure for marine 
terrace interpretation based on the observable outcrop of subaerial marine terrace. 
This is a typical vicious-circle interpretation. 
   (d) The author can not understand why a book cites Early Stage profile and 
another does Advanced Stage one for marine terrace interpretation. Presumably, 
the selection is based on the field experience of the textbook writer and is influenced 
by the regional character of terraces he has worked. 
   (e) Now we return to Johnson's text. Using two figures, Johnson intended 
concerning the present  problems: (i) to propose new arrangement of terminology on 
shoreline features, and (ii) to insist that coastal profile reaches equilibrium as in 
subaerial and evolution stated by his respected teacher W.M. Davis. 
   His effort of term arrangement seems to be in vain, judging from the words in 
Figs. 1 and 2. 
   As to the second intention the author's opinion is as follows. The fact seen 
in the present was easily extended to that of the past without historical sense 
by  Davisian school. What we remember is the fact that Johnson's emphasis in his 
textbook is essentially concerned with the shoreline processes which is possible to 
discuss in terms of short time span.
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   Besides carelessness to the scale of time, Davisian school stands aloof from the 
scale of space, which is clearly exemplified by Johnson's illustration (Fig. 2). 
   As to the matter in hand, i.e. the relation between Johnson's figures and marine 
terraces, Johnson himself did not refer to it. He only stated that "the typical 
shoreline of emergence is the coastal plain shoreline, resulting from the emergence 
of a submarine or sublacustrine plain." Then, it may be said that the latter 
textbook writers are responsible for superposing Johnson's profile on marine terrace 
 structure. 
2 Interpretation on Depositional Shore Features in Textbooks 
   Many terms are concerning depositional shore features; namely, bar, spit, 
barrier, tombolo, cuspate foreland, beach ridge, coastal dune, and so on. For 
students, the study on these shore features is equally troublesome as in the case 
of terms on the parts of marine terrace (Fig. 1). 
   Among many terms, students ometimesfind that a certain shore feature is 
called spit in one book, while the same feature is listed as bar in another book. In 
these two books, or course, definition for spit and bar differs slightly each other. 
1) Remnant of Johnson's philosophy 
   The book edited by Schwartz (1972) shows the difficult situation of terminology 
problem on depositional shore features and the existence of many opinions concern-
ing the relation between the submarine sedimentary features and subaerial shore 
features. The latter problem is whether submarine bar grows up above sea level or 
not. Seemingly it is hopeless to expect in near future the agreement among various 
opinions or the answer satisfactory to all examples over the world. 
    At present, the author expects to textbook writers the followings at least, of 
which he thinks as remnants of Johnson's philosophy. 
    (1) In Japanese textbooks and encyclopedia of earth science, two famous 
geomorphologists on shoreline study  write; "Offshore bar presently emerges 
above sea level, then moves landwards and eventually becomes a part of beach." 
For students of schools and universities, the expressions "presently" and "eventu-
ally" are vague as well as harmful to develop historical sense on  landfomi study. 
It seems probable that such cases exist in foreign countries. 
    Such a conception is rooted in the philosophystanding aloof from time-scale 
problem and relating the assumption that all sediments are finally settled, resulting 
 in the formation of geological bed and land surface relief. 
    (2) Spits cited as examples are under variousconditions. An example of 
 spit is low and vegetation-free, while another has 20 m height above sea level and 
 dense vegetation cover. 
    If educationhas to play the role not only to communicate knowledge to young
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        Fig. 3 Three types of  coastal barriers by  Mii, 1966 (redrawn by Wako) 
people but also to develop their inquiry method, these examples hould not be 
 finished at the explanation that the former is younger spit and the latter is older 
one. 
   An alternative xplanation will be developed in Fig. 3. 
   (3) Zenkovich (1967) writes an example of coastallagoon which has no 
marine deposits beneath the floor. That is, the lagoon is produced not through 
intersection of sea by spit or bar development, but is formed by local subsidence. 
   We tend to seek the origin of such a lagoon in enclosure by spit or bar based on 
nearness to sea. This may be an evil practice of "map reading" which depends on 
appearance. By the way, water of such a lagoon may contain salt due to 
inflowing of sea water during and/or after the formation; there may be a case 
that such history of lagoon enables to cultivate oyster, though the lagoon is not 
remnant of sea. 
2) Three types of coastal barriers proposed by  Mii 
   Quaternary geologist H.  Mil (1966) publishedhis typology on coastal barriers 
(Fig. 3). To explain the  three-dimensional form and internal structure of many 
barriers in Japan, he took into consideration the following factors: fauna imbedded 
in barrier and lagoon deposits, eustatic sea level change, age of sediments (some of 
which are dated with C-14 method), tectonics indicated by the structure of coastal 
Tertiary formation. He thought much of the internal structure of barrier from 
chronological view-point and regarded an elongate part uplifted by tectonics as 
important core over which littoral sediments ettle, resulting in barrier formation. 
Landwards from the core area there is an elongated epressed part, where some-
times river flows. This is evidenced by the existence of buried river terrace or
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lagoon deposits with fresh-water mollusca. 
   The fact is similar to that in Zenkovich (1967). It may be probable that rivers 
act at barrier development ot only as  transproting agency of materials but also as 
erosive force. 
   The present author does not necessarily agree with Mii's Quaternary 
chronology, but reexamination with many boring data in Northeast Japan makes 
the present author believe that Mii's typology is useful to correct the faults on 
shore feature interpretation. 
   This scheme reasonably explains the following conditions different between 
the Pleistocene barrier and the Holocene one: e.g. the age of ground surface for 
vegetation, the ground water regime which reflected on air photograph. Interme-
diate forms exist. For example, the bar enclosing Lake Saroma along the Sea of 
Okhotsk, Hokkaido, crops out a patch of the Pleistocene bed onto the surface where 
trees grow and sheds of fishing are settled, while the rest surrounding the core is 
sandy ground with poor beach grass. 
3) Additional remarks 
   Aside fromthe main theme in this section, the author would like to mention 
two relating items to be studied. 
   (1) L. Aggassiz (1869, quoted by Johnson 1919) described the role of coral 
reef as the core for spit development. Johnson (1919) thought little this descrip-
tion. Such a procedure may be inevitable at model building. 
   To study local characteristics of landforms, however, the importance of such 
core rocks must be remembered. Isolated hard rock of volcanic area relating to 
tombolo may be ranked into the same category. Regional character of sediments 
 constituting spit or bar is already noticed by many authors. 
    (2) Seen as an element of natural conditionsfor developed countries, spit 
or bar form relating with the internal structure is significant, for example, in 
respect o the problems of ground water including salt water wedge and artificial 
land subsidence. 
3 On the Interpretation of Natural Levee 
   Natural levee is familiar to students of schools and universities and is one 
among the small-scale landforms on which inarticulate interpretation are given. 
    The author examined the published explanations on the forming processes, 
hydrological conditions and topographic setting, from Japanese and foreign books. 
Some of these descriptions are based on theoretical consideration and others on 
field study or laboratory experiments. 
   The forming process of natural levees is explained by the repeated sedimentation 
of relatively coarse materials during flood. Referring to the topographic setting,
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  Fig. 4 An example of cross section of natural levee in the northern part of Miyagi 
     prefecture, Japan 
upstream to downstream where such processes occur, however, the identity of 
natural levee is ambiguous (Wako 1968). Regional characteristics of the nature of 
flood, material transported, and the conditions to settle materials are little 
discussed. The author feels that in textbooks the explanation of the terms 
practically precedes the recognition of substance and that it is an example of 
mono-phase interpretation. Because of the similar conclusion to those on marine 
terrace and depositional shore features in essence, the author omits the detailed 
review. 
   Instead, he represents a geological section crossing a river (Fig. 4). This cross 
section is drawn based on many borings for highway construction in a lowland 
situated at the northern part of Miyagi prefecture, Northeast Japan. The low-
land consists of so-called natural levees and swampy land now used as rice fields, 
and  famous for natural levee distribution and the production of high quality rice 
in Japanese textbooks. 
   The distribution pattern of natural levee is typical as described in textbooks 
and hamlets in this lowland are situated on these levees. 
   The author omits detailed discussion on the cross section, but only points out 
the existence of clay bed near the surface of natural levee and the erosional origin of 
natural levee at the site of cross section. The clay bed is possible to observe at 
small cutting near  hamlet. 
   It is not strange that the distribution pattern of so-called natural levees may 
be as typical as textbooks describe regardless whether their origin is depositional or 
erosional. Also, probable is the coexistence of natural levees of different origin as 
well as of different ages.
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4 Conclusion 
   Explanation on landforms in large scale is obscure, too. In the textbooks in 
Japan, for example, the term "coastal plain" is defined following to Johnson (1919) 
which cited  above, At the same time, it is described that the Atlantic coast of 
North America is a typical coastal plain. Some students are impressed as if the 
coastal plain in that area is such an emerged shoaling beach as bathing resort. 
Colquhoun (1968) reviewed that coastal plains have been studied and defined in 
various  ways; that is, geographically, geomorphologically, stratigraphically, 
and tectonically. Referring to his review, it is certain that the textbook descrip-
tion on coastal plain intermingles different definitions. Geologists research the 
Tertiary formation of hills in the coastal plain which is a geographical name. 
   Similar descriptions are seen about the structural plain in Europe in many 
books. Also, university students often fail to understand the scale of slope con-
troverted between Penck and Davis. 
   Generally it may be said that tradition of a discipline often confuses the 
subject matter in schools and brings about even fading out of the object. To 
prevent such a confusion in landform study, the author insists to teach the ability 
of recognition of the scales of time and space as well as local or regional character-
istics, at least. To be concrete, the author paraphrases as  follows: 
   Uniformitarianism was useful to criticize catastrophism, however, the sense of 
"the present is the key to the past" must not be extended to farther past without 
historical exmaination. Experiments for children and young students to build 
delta in tank, to form ravines and valleys on clay models with showering ought 
to be carried out carefully. To university students, it may be essential to note the 
various scales of time and space in  landforms; such relations being compared to 
those ranging from "diastem" to "regional unconformity" in geology. 
   It may be unnecessary to write here concrete proposal about local or regional 
characteristics ofgeomorphic processes as well as the mode of occurrence of land-
forms including production, modification, and preservation, because this is the 
object or essence of geography as a discipline. 
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